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Description

Timesheet Approval
Update - Remove
Error Message When
Approving Multiple
FLSA Periods at One
Time
Leave Balance
Transfer Screen
Update - Remove
Message When
Transferring Leave
Balances
Timesheet Update Ability to Hover Over
Charge Objects on
Timesheet
Alerts Modification Miscellaneous
Deduction Alert

Eliminate error message on timesheet “Employees leave balance is currently being updated. Please try in 15
min.” when approving (or submitting and approving) “All Periods” in a pay period.

Leave Payout
Screen – Update to
include CJIP in the
Hourly Rate of Pay

However, this error message will still be given if not approving “All Periods” in a pay period. For example, if
individual FLSA periods are approved (or submitted and approved) the error message will still be given. This
also applies to submitting (or submitting and approving) multiple timesheets for an employee.
Eliminate error message “Employees leave balance is currently being updated. Please try in 15 min.” when
transferring leave. For example, if you transfer an employee’s annual leave balance you will no longer receive
the error message requiring you to wait to transfer the employee’s sick leave balance. This update applies to
the Leave Balance Transfer screen only.
When hovering over the “Activity” and “Subactivity” fields on the timesheet, the charge object descriptions will be
shown. Currently the description is only shown when hovering over the “Project” field.

When an employee transfers from one position to another within the same agency, the employee will no
longer receive the alert “Miscellaneous deductions do not transfer with employees from agency to agency.
Please coordinate with your new personnel office to re-activate any miscellaneous deductions that you wish to
continue or to start new deductions.”
When processing a leave payout for an employee that has CJIP, the CJIP amount will be included in the leave
payout hourly rate of pay calculation.
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